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If you've ever wondered why...

Catching a good man is like nailing Jello to a tree

Flirting with a man is like riding a bull–just because you stayed on for 8 seconds doesn't mean you've won
first prize

Making small talk on a first date is harder than eating watermelon in a sundress

...then you've come to the right place!

Ladies, welcome to Miss Becky's Charm School!  I'm Miss Becky, and in this book, I'll reveal some of my
best tips and tricks for landing the perfect man, southern-girl style.

Now, I know y'all are busy, and I'm not here to blow smoke up your pretty little skirts, or to otherwise waste
your precious time. But when it comes to the art of charming a man, no one does it better than the gals from
Dixie. And whether you're a Yankee dame or a California babe, you can learn the secrets Southern Belles
have been using for years to find the right man and put him just where you want him. Inside, we'll cover the
basics every woman should know:

 

   • Are you a Scarlett or a Melanie?–Take my quiz to figure out your Southern Belle alter ego.

 

   • Separating the Possums from the Bunnies–Time-tested tricks for telling the Rednecks from the Southern
Gentlemen.

 

   • I Like My Women a Little on the Trashy Side–Dress to impress for every occasion.

 

   • Why Buy the Cow?–Sex and the Southern Belle.

 



   • Smooth as Butter–A Southern etiquette primer.

 

   • The Deviled Egg Plate–The way to a man's heart really is through his stomach–tasty treats to win him
over.

So pull up a chair, fix yourself a mint julep (or any strong drink you like), and get ready to learn the secret
weapons and Southern Belle sensibilities that will help you snag the man of your dreams!
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From reader reviews:

Jane Riley:

Inside other case, little men and women like to read book Miss Becky's Charm School. You can choose the
best book if you'd prefer reading a book. As long as we know about how is important some sort of book Miss
Becky's Charm School. You can add understanding and of course you can around the world by way of a
book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can learn everything! From your country until
eventually foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple point until wonderful thing you may know
that. In this era, we can easily open a book or searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You may use
it when you feel fed up to go to the library. Let's read.

David Crockett:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive at this point, people
have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice
by means of surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated that for a while is
reading. Yes, by reading a reserve your ability to survive raise then having chance to stay than other is high.
To suit your needs who want to start reading the book, we give you that Miss Becky's Charm School book as
starter and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Brian Griffith:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information much easier to
share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and soon. You
will see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Typically the book that recommended
to you is Miss Becky's Charm School this book consist a lot of the information with the condition of this
world now. This book was represented how does the world has grown up. The terminology styles that writer
use to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some investigation when he makes this book. Here is
why this book suitable all of you.

Vincent Espinoza:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will certainly filled the space in your house, you will get it
in e-book technique, more simple and reachable. This kind of Miss Becky's Charm School can give you a lot
of buddies because by you taking a look at this one book you have factor that they don't and make you more
like an interesting person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This reserve offer
you information that might be your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you to be
great individuals. So , why hesitate? We need to have Miss Becky's Charm School.
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